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Submission to Local Government Bill 2018. 
 

-In the document ‘Council’ refers to local government Council. 

-Suggested wording changes, additions to the Local Government Bill 2018 (‘Bill’) are to try to convey the concept and may 

not in some cases be exactly the final words to be used.  

-The order of feedback is mainly as topics appear in the Bill. 

-Thank you for accepting feedback and input. 

 

-Community engagement: 

- I would prefer for community engagement to have more prescriptive elements, directions from the State government in 

the Bill and regulations, guidelines.  

It is disappointing the State government did not provide a general community engagement policy that local Councils could 

add to; and are relying on each Council to “adopt and maintain a community engagement policy” (54). The Bill could include 

community engagement in the development and revision of the community engagement policy. The Local Government Bill 

seems to give community engagement to the discretion of the local Council. This will enable the quality of the community 

engagement to differ from Council to Council and within a Council from topic to topic, etc.  

-Would like provision that submissions to local Council, the submitter can request for contact details to be removed before 

sharing. People should feel safe that their respectful opinion can be viewed but not feel personal safety could be 

unnecessarily perceived to be potentially at risk by disclosing their contact details, etc. Some topics can elicit strong 

emotions and responses from some people. I realise the Local Government Bill is giving the creation of the community 

engagement policy to each Council but the State government could instruct Councils to provide for this request.   

-Please add “accessible” to (55)(b) “participants in community engagement must have access to objective, relevant and 

timely information in accessible formats to inform their participation”. Accessible formats may include printed when 

requested. Not everyone has access to computer and printer.  

-Please add “and wider community” to (55)(c) “participants in community engagement must be representative of the 

persons and groups affected by the matter the subject of the community engagement and the wider community”. Council 

should not exclude people from providing feedback, input and in some situations could be perceived to be discriminatory. 

While it is critical for the people directly affected to have input, the wider community should also be able to have input as it 

may ‘indirectly’ affect them (e.g. expenditure, revenue, assets, etc.) and could ‘directly’ affect them in the future. A charge 

may directly apply to residents, owners in a specific street, but the outcome of that decision may affect neighbours, etc., 

who may have been prevented from providing feedback and from receiving information. People’s circumstances change. 

People may move locations, may not have been the owner, resident of a particular property and deemed not directly 

affected at the time of the engagement but are aware they will be moving soon, etc. The community engagement principle 

should not exclude people who would like to participate while trying to include other people who may met set specific 

criterion.      

-Please add “and how it has influenced Council decision making to (55)(e) “participants in community engagement are 

informed of the ways in which the community engagement process will influence Council decision making and how it has 

influenced Council decision making”. Stating generally the feedback from the community engagement process will inform 

Councillors to decide on a specific action, does not indicate: what the feedback was, if the feedback was actually read, how 

the decision was made, and rationale for the final decision.  

-Should add element about how feedback will be reported and accessed, e.g. (55)(f). “Participants should be informed how 

their feedback will be reported and how it may be accessed”. 

-Please add “but not limited to only these” to (54)(2)(b)  “be capable of being applied in relation to any of the Council’s 

strategic planning or policy development but not limited to only these”. Community engagement topics should not be 

limited and could apply to nearly anything (e.g. input about services that could or are provided, assets, etc.). The current 

wording seems to unnecessarily limit the topics and scope of community engagement.   
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-Governance principles: (8)(b) “best outcomes for the municipal community” may clash with other principles, e.g. (8)(f) 

“collaboration with other Councils and Government and statutory bodies is to be sought”, etc. While collaborations may be 

beneficial there may be situations where it is not in the best interest of a particular municipal community. There does not 

seem to be guidelines for how to manage perceived clashes within the governance principles for best outcomes for the 

municipal community.  
 

-General power: (9)(1). ”… a Council has the power to do all things necessary or convenient... “.The word ‘or’ seems to 

counteract the intent of ‘necessary’. “or convenient” seems a loophole for when something is difficult though should be 

pursued in the best interests of the municipal community. Council should not take the simple, easy option instead of the 

necessary option.  
 

-Electoral structure review: (15). Seems unfair the Council (ratepayers) needs to pay the account for electoral structure 

review when the Council, community did not request it. Some electoral structure reviews recommend keeping the current 

arrangements. Review could be to amalgamate and abolish the Council. The State Government should pay the account. 

There are other provisions in the Bill to make minor changes to boundaries due to increases in population/voters (252).  
 

-Qualifications to be a Councillor: (32)(2). Not qualified to be a Councillor, should state/refer to (270)(7) at this item. Feels 

misleading to not state information that is contained later in the Bill. 
  

-Delegated committees: (61). Please change “at least 2 Councillors” to “must include 1 Councillor”. Does there really need 

to be 2 Councillors on all committees? e.g. community hall committee. The Bill states a delegated committee must be 

chaired by a Councillor (61), but (65) notes proceedings of a delegated committee “are not invalidated because of any 

vacancy in the number of Councillors or members…”. The Bill states Councillor does not need to attend all meetings and 

does not require to have leave each time. Councillors cease to hold office when absent from meetings for four consecutive 

months without leave (33)(e). While it would be beneficial for a Councillor to attend the delegated committees meetings 

does not seem to state contingencies for when Councillor unable to attend. The Bill does state (58) “Council must develop, 

adopt and keep in force Governance Rules for ….the conduct of meetings of delegated committees”. 
 

-Asset plan: (87). It would be beneficial for the public, community, other stakeholders to be able to have input and access 

the asset plan. 
 

-Revised budget: (90)(1)(c) . Please add “or community” to “can make a change to the budget that the Council or 

community considers should be the subject of community engagement”. Community should be able to request community 

engagement about a revised budget.   

-There should be a revised budget under more circumstances, e.g. when there are significant differences from expected and 

actual expenditure; not meeting objectives of Council plan; excess expenditure, etc. Please add this to 90 (1)(d). 
 

-Municipal rate: (106)(1). “A Council may declare a fixed component of its municipal rates to cover some of the 

administrative costs of the Council”. “…must not exceed 10 per cent of the sum total of the Council’s municipal rates in that 

financial year” (106)(3). The amount that is charged by Councils seems very high compared to what it is intended to be for 

and should be lower, maybe to “must not exceed 1 per cent..”. With advances in technology and options to pay lump sum 

via technology this rate could be lowered. Seems to unfairly disadvantage lower income earners.   
 

-Council may apply for higher cap: (142)(3)(c). States community engagement process but does not state feedback, 

outcome of the process. Please add ”the community engagement process that has been undertaken in relation to the 

higher cap and the feedback, outcome of the process”. Council should report what the feedback was from the process, not 

just there was a process.  

-Council has lots of options to charge with loopholes around the rate cap. Councils can charge rates, fees, municipal rates, 

service charges (collection and disposal of refuse, drainage, any other service prescribed by the regulations), special 
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purpose charges, etc . Does not seem in keeping with the spirit of rate capping. Ratepayers still do not have adequate 

mechanisms to question Council expenditure.  
 

-Complaint policy: (146). Please add “volunteer” to ”member of Council staff or a contractor or volunteer engaged by the 

Council” (146)(3)(a)(b). Council engages the services of volunteers and there should be simple mechanism for complaint 

processes that include volunteers.  

-(146) Does not state complainer informed of outcome or if issue is/not resolved. Please add complainer informed of 

outcome of review. Please add complainer informed of options to pursue further.  
 

-Procurement: (147)(2). “A procurement policy must seek to promote open and fair competition”, but does not seem to 

promote supporting local business’ goods and services, which supports the economy with opportunity for employment, etc. 

There should be an element that enables Councils to support local businesses. 

-Please add “the conditions and the appropriateness of the collaboration with risks”, or something similar to “The Chief 

Executive Officer must ensure that any report to the Council that recommends entering into a procurement agreement 

includes information in relation to any opportunities for collaboration with other Councils or public bodies which may be 

available, the conditions and the appropriateness of the collaboration with risks” (148)(2). There may be opportunities, but 

there may also be risks and may not be in the best interests of the municipal community. Just stating there could be 

collaboration is not enough for Councillors to make an informed decision for the best interest of the community.  
 

-Carrying out works on land: (156). Please add “Council has notified the owner in writing of the work that needs to be 

completed”. Seems unfair to suddenly get invoice for work done that the owner may not have been aware needed to be 

done.  

-Please add “reasonable costs” (156)(2)(3). The costs should be reasonable for the work completed. 
 

-Restrictions on making of Order in Council: (252)(c). There should be opportunity for feedback, not just notice. e.g. (252)(c) 

“notice of the proposed changes has been given in the municipal district or districts affected by the proposed changes with 

opportunities for feedback and the feedback is noted by the Minister”. 
 

-Voting System: (276). Prefer Councils to continue to have input about preferred election method for their Council and not 

‘one size fits all’ for the State chosen by the Minister. Each Council represents their communities and there are valid reasons 

including geographical, available resources, etc. why a particular voting system is more beneficial, practical for that Council. 

This should be respected. Councils could provide input to the Minister for their Council and the Minister could decide for 

each Council with advice from the VEC. The suggested timelines, reporting etc. in the Bill could still be maintained. 
 

-Voting is compulsory: (279). There should be an element that people may be excused or exempted from voting, for 

example (279)(4) “People may apply in writing to their local Council to be excused or exempted from voting in a specific 

election”. There are situations that can make it difficult for people to vote and they should not be fined if they have made 

reasonable steps to vote or have a valid reason why they were unable to vote. 
 

-Printing and publication of printed electoral material: (301). Disappointing Bill has no mention of technology (e.g. internet 

sites, social media, mobile phones, etc.) in relation to elections and campaigning, etc. The Bill lacks vision and leadership by 

not mentioning these at all. Candidates have and will use these and have asked for guidance in the past. It is wise to not be 

too specific in the Bill about specific technology (e.g. stating specific social media or devices, etc.), though there could be an 

element, that the Minister can (and should) provide guidelines for use of technology for electoral material, content, etc.  

-(302)(2) This item should be stronger, currently seems loophole and weak. Causing ballot papers to be invalid could 

influence the result of the election and should be treated seriously. People should only encourage others to complete the 

ballot paper correctly and not create confusion. It is simple for people to quote what the requirement is from the 

organization that is overseeing the election. 
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-Councillors should have ‘whistle blowers’ protection as they represent the municipal community.  
 

-Bill states various items for the Council to inform the public or provide information on the Council’s internet site and at the 

Council office. How do you know the information is there? Council should make reasonable attempts to inform the 

community. I realise Council may utilize other methods to communicate with the community, stakeholders and it is stated 

for some items “in any other manner prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this section”. Not everyone: has 

access to the internet; able to go into the Council office during standard business hours (e.g. working standard business 

hours, carer, unwell, not have access to transport, mobility issues, etc.). Not everyone: pays for newspaper; listens to radio, 

etc. Council could also utilize available partnerships to inform the community and promote requests for feedback 

(noticeboards, etc.). Council could also utilize available partnerships to enable access to information at other locations and 

out of standard business hours/days. For example local library may be opened on weekends, evening, when Council is 

closed and printed documents could be accessed there: draft Council plan, draft Budget, endorsed Council documents, etc. 

Council could have email list that people can register for if interested to be kept informed on specific topics, etc. 
 

-The Bill states time periods from when document issued or sent, but with standard mail being slower to receive, seems 

people could be disadvantaged and it is possible may not receive the item within the time specified to reply. There is 

element that states ‘that after 7 days from the date the notice is sent”. The Bill does not state how the document needs to 

be sent, and standard post can take longer than 7 days. 
 

-The Bill states refunds to owners, should be to payer. The current owner may not have been the payer.  

 

 

Thank you for accepting feedback and input. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  


